Indian Languages is an important problem where there is relatively little work has been done. Particularly difficult is the problem of recognition of Kagunita -the compound characters resulting from the consonant and vowel combination. To recognize a Kagunita, we need to identify the vowel and the consonant present in the Kagunita character image. In this paper, we investigate the use of moments features on Kannada Kagunita. Kannada characters are curved in nature with some symmetry observed in the shape. This information can be best extracted as a feature if we extract moment features from the directional images. So we are finding 4 directional images using Gabor wavelets from the dynamically preprocessed original image. We analyze the Kagunita set and identify the regions with vowel information and consonant information and cut these portions from the preprocessed original image and form a set of cut images. Moments and statistical features are extracted from original images, directional images and cut images. These features are used for both vowel and consonant recognition on Multi Layer Perceptron with Back Propagation Neural Network. The recognition result for vowels are average 86% and consonants are 65% when tested on separate test data. The confusion matrices for both vowels and consonants are analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
HCR is an Optical Character Recognition problem for handwritten characters. It is very valuable in terms of the variety of applications and also as an academically challenging problem. When HCR is used as a solution for inputting regional language data and also as a solution for converting paper information to soft form, HCR solutions become powerful component in addressing the digital divide. It also provides a solution to processing large volumes of data automatically. Hence extensive work is happening in this field on different scripts. But on Indian language scripts, very little work is reported and only a few research papers are available [10] .
Indian scripts share a large number of structural features due to common Brahmi origin. The written form has more curves than straight or slant lines and has lots of similarities between different alphabets of the same scripts and also between the scripts of different languages. We used Kannada script for our experiments.
In an earlier paper, we had reported our results on Kannada basic character set. We explored the structural, positional, statistical and moments features extracted from the statically preprocessed images and tested on a multilayer perceptron neural network [12] . The results were average 73%. We traced one main reason for poor result as inadequate preprocessing. We formulated a new dynamic preprocessing pipeline capable of handling the variations due to pen, paper, ink color, size, ink flow variations and background noise and the results improved to average 92% [13] .
Handling Kagunita (see section II) is the hardest part in Indian language HCR, since most vowels when following a consonant modifies the consonant's shape. The modifications are normally not drastic, making it hard to spot the vowel. On the other side, the modification reduces consonant recognition due to the resulting distortion in the shape. Observing that the modifications are not drastic, and that usually they are confined to some part of the letter -top, bottom, left or right, directional images appear to be a useful theme to look at for Kagunita. Using directional images and cut images with moments as features for Kagunita is the focus of this paper.
Moments are usually calculated on the preprocessed original image. Some use the moment values directly as features [1] and some find the imbalance, orientation, Hu's functions [2] etc. as features. Apart from geometric and central moments, other moments like Legendre, Zernike etc., are also explored by different researchers [7] .
To find the directional information in the image, derivative operators are used by some researchers. But these are more sensitive to noise in the neighborhood [8] . Some use wavelet transformation [5] [9] , Gabor transformation [1] etc. Gabor features are mathematically well defined and can be fine tuned. They are less sensitive to noises and small amount of translation, rotation and scaling. Some researchers use the Gabor response of the image directly as feature [4] and some resample the image or responses and use the fewer responses as features [11] [17] . Some people find the statistical features from the responses [1] and use them as features and some find the zonal statistical features of the responses [4] .
In this paper, we are proposing two new concepts. The first one is a method of combining both Gabor transforms and moments and the second one is a cut images concept to extract portions of original image dominant with vowel Feature Analysis for Handwritten Kannada Kagunita Recognition
Leena R Ragha and M Sasikumar information and consonant information to recognize them separately. A neural network -multi layer perceptron (MLP) with back-propagation (BP) is used for classification. The confusion matrix is formed for analysis. The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly discusses Kannada script including Kagunita structure. Section III is devoted to explain briefly the technologies used for feature extraction. Section IV describes the feature extraction. Section V reports the experimental results and analysis. Section VI gives the conclusion of our study.
II. KANNADA LANGUAGE SCRIPT
The current Kannada basic character set has 15 vowels and 34 consonants in the modified list. The manual observation of this set showed that many characters have similar shapes with slight modifications as shown in fig. 1 with typed characters in similar shape groups and with a sample handwritten page of basic character set. Similar shapes are marked with same colored circle and square. It is manually observed that there are about 13 groups of similar character shapes. The Kannada Kagunita is a set of compound characters formed by combining one of the 15 vowels as in figure 2 (a) with each of the 34 basic consonants. That is when a dependent consonant combines with an independent vowel, an Akshara is formed. Thus the Kannada Kagunita has 15x34 = 510 different unique shaped Aksharas. If a character appears in its original form, it is assumed to go with the first vowel అ. All other vowels modify the consonant appearance in the same way. The explicit appearance of a vowel in a syllable overrides the inherent vowel ఆ of a consonant. The other vowel matra shapes and positions are as in fig. 2(b) . The dotted circle indicates the position of the consonant. Sample examples of combining consonant with vowel forming a Kagunita are shown in fig. 2 (c) and (d) . The first character in these examples is the basic character in its original form and the remaining 14 characters show the shape changes due to added matra. Thus recognizing Kagunita means recognizing 510 different aksharas, a very large number of classes and so is a very complex task. Since Kagunita is a combination of vowels and consonants, if we identify these two components in a given form, then we can recognize a Kagunita. Hence the problem is now recognizing a vowel from 15 vowels and a consonant from 34 consonants extracted from a Kagunita. This is the approach we take in this paper.
The recognition of vowel in the presence of the 34 variations of consonant and the recognition of a consonant under the presence of 15 vowel variations is a difficult task. As the size of the vowel matra varies, this influences the size of the consonant in the normalized image. A vowel matra has similarities with other vowel matra and a consonant has similarities with other consonants. Hence recognition of a vowel or a consonant under the presence of huge similarities and dissimilarities makes the problem complex. This raises issues of looking at two types of feature extraction -one suitable for identifying the vowel element and another set for the consonant element.
III. TECHNOLOGY FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
Kannada characters are curve shaped with some regions highly dense than others. Some shapes are wider and some are longer than others with some kind of symmetry observed in most cases. The complexity in forming a Kagunita, makes its recognition complex, thus one category of features cannot help in its recognition. In this paper we are exploring the use of moments as features. We are proposing a new method of finding moments as features from the four directional images obtained using Gabor wavelets. Statistical features are also considered to strengthen the feature set.
A. Gabor Transformation
A Gabor filter is a linear filter whose impulse response is defined by a harmonic function multiplied by a Gaussian function. Because of the multiplication-convolution property, the Fourier transform of a Gabor filter's impulse response is the convolution of the Fourier transform of the harmonic function and the Fourier transform of the Gaussian function [16] . A 2D Gabor filter can be described by the impulse response function (IRF) (1) at a sampling point (x,y) with wavelength λ, oscillation frequency f 0 = 1/λ and oscillation orientation θ. Some authors say that σ x and σ y can be different and are the functions of λ [3] . The IRF of Gabor filter is a complex function and comprises an even-symmetric component (real part) and an odd-symmetric component (imaginary part). The real part of the Gabor filter is as shown in the fig. 3 . In a wavelet framework, the multiple scale parameters of Gabor filters are inter-related. The frequencies are related logarithmically, the Gaussian envelope has a constant aspect ratio and its scale is proportional to the wavelength. The scaling factor is usually selected from ν = 2 (0.5 octave), 2 (1 octave) and 2 2 (1.5 octave).
Accordingly, the wavelength λ ∝ ν j (j=0, 1, … index of the scale ), and the Gaussian function has That is the Gabor filter has only 2 free parameters f 0 and θ for generating the Gabor wavelets. Gabor filters are directly related to Gabor wavelets, since they can be designed for number of dilations and rotations. However, in general, expansion is not applied for Gabor wavelets, since this requires computation of biorthogonal wavelets, which may be very time-consuming. Therefore, usually, a filter bank consisting of Gabor filters with various scales and rotations is created. The IRFs of both real and imaginary parts of Gabor filters of 2 scales and four orientations are shown in fig. 4 . The first four in the first row are real parts and the next four are the imaginary parts of the Gabor filter of smaller scale with λ = 1.5 2 . The second row is the real part and the third row is the imaginary part with bigger scale of λ = 5 2 [6] . An image is a 2 dimensional signal with light intensity as the magnitude of each signal; the intensity variations decide the frequency components in the image. The 2D IRF magnitude can be considered as an image. Since only one part magnitude is sufficient to find the directional response we use only real part in the computations. The DC response of the Gabor filter is dependent on the average intensity of the pixels, which depends on the illuminating conditions and thickness of the contour which are variable. A number of experiments are carried out to find the suitable λ value to fit variations of the boundary thickness. More the value of λ more the spread of the filter in the neighborhood as shown in fig. 4 and hence will merge the close by contour responses. So it is found that the thinned binary image is suitable over the original gray images of varying stroke length for the experiment.
As the Kannada character shapes are more curved than straight, we are interested in finding the density and the position of these curves. Since the shape, direction and the amount of curvature vary from one handwritten character to another, choosing more directions will give the similar IRFs as shown in fig. 5 . By comparing 0 with π/8 and π/4 with 3π/8 we find that such close orientations will not help us to cover the human writing variations. By choosing proper λ, the spread of the filter can be manipulated to cover this close by orientations and hence making the filter more robust to small variations in orientation, translation and scaling [16] . Hence we are interested in only 4 major directions. For a character image F(x,y), its Gabor transform result is obtained by applying Gabor filter h(x,y,λ,θ) with x Є (0..M) and y Є (0..N) to the edge image, where M and N are the dimensions of the Gabor filter. The response output can be defined through the convolution sum Gabor wavelets for the experiment. By convolving these wavelets with the preprocessed character image F(x,y), a set of convolution outputs are calculated. These outputs exhibit perfect local space characteristics, frequency characteristics and orientation selectivity of the image. The directional feature information is again converted into a binary image to extract moments features as shown in the fig. 6 . The four images corresponding to one original image have only selected direction edges with the thickness of the edge depending on the scale of the Gabor filter. 
Using the 0 th , 1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd order moments the following features are obtained.
4 Non linear functions using geometric moments [6] ( ) ( ) The numerical values of Φ1 to Φ7 are very small. Hence the logarithm of the absolute values of these functions is used as features. All the moment features need to be normalized before they are used as input features to Neural Network. The inter class mean and the Standard Deviation (SD) of the features are used for the normalization as given in (11) ) (
C. Statistical Features
Some characters have more density on the top, some in the bottom and some in the middle of the character when viewed in the horizontal direction. Similar observation results when viewed in the vertical direction. Also some have more information, some less and some close to the average information of the character with thin, wide or squared shapes. These features play an important role to find the density of the information and its distribution in the image and so we considered statistical features also to strengthen the feature set. 1) Information content of the image A global feature called information content of the image is chosen as one of the feature since some characters have more number of curvatures making image to have more information in the same space. This feature is calculated as the ratio of the total number of black pixels to the total number of pixels in the image. 
2) Aspect Ratio Some of the characters can be easily distinguished because of their typical form, like their thinness, broad-ness, square shaped-ness or tallness etc,. The minimum and the maximum positional values of x and y are used in the computation. (13) 3) Zonal probability distribution Histograms count the number of pixels in each row or column of a character. Histograms help to distinguish the characters with respect to the variation of the density of information. On cut images and on Gabor directional images, probability distribution of information is calculated using equation (14) . P(z) = T zone / T black (14) The whole image is divided into fixed size 5 horizontal zones 5x1 and 5 vertical zones 1x5 with a total of 10 zones. Each cut image (see section IV B) is divided into fixed size 3 horizontal 3x1 and 3 vertical 1x3 zones for zonal feature extraction resulting in 6 zones. From each zone probability distribution of information is computed.
For whole original image and four directional images, we find information content of the image, aspect ratio and the zonal probability distribution. For each of the cut images we find only zonal probability distribution.
D. Cut images for Kagunita
Kannada script does not have any vowel that modifies the left side of the consonant. The vowel sign is on the top, right or bottom of the character. The matra are grouped based on the top variations, side variations and bottom variations as shown in the fig. 8 .
There are very small variations of matra shapes with same size on the top. In bottom there are only two variations of same size. To make this information prominent for its recognition, this portion can be cut around 20% on the top and bottom respectively giving 2 different images. The right vowel matra varies in size. We can observe four different sizes of vowel matra.
To recognize the right side vowel, we therefore considered 4 different size images -one original image and 3 cut images so that at least one category can best represent the vowel matra. The first image category is the one with no cuts (original whole image), second category with around 20% cuts, third with around 40% cut and the fourth category with around 60% cut. Hence there will be around 6 images to help in the recognition of vowel in the Kagunita as shown in the fig. 9(a) .
Similarly, to recognize the consonant component in the Kagunita, as the images are size normalized, the vowel matra variation varies the size of the consonant present to the left of the vowel matra. Hence if no vowel matra to the right then consonant occupies the whole image. With 20% vowel matra the consonant occupies 80% of the total space and so on. Therefore to recognize the consonant we considered again 4 images with one original and 3 cut images as shown in the fig.  9 (b). 
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
To recognize the Kagunita, both vowel and consonant are to be recognized. The problem becomes complicated since separating of vowel and consonant information from a given handwritten Kagunita image is very difficult due to high writing variations and hence there is a need for a very robust set of features. We are exploring different methods of extracting and combining features to address these problems.
A. Moment features from Original and Directional images
Kannada character's curvature shape can be best extracted as a feature if we extract moment features from the directional images. So we are finding 4 directional binary images using Gabor wavelets from the dynamically preprocessed original images. We then extract moments features from them. The directional image centralness, divergence, imbalance should describe the relevant characteristics of the original image much more strongly than if moments are taken on the original image.
Based on this intuition, we are computing the moments features -4 geometric moments, 10 central moments with 3 non linear and 7 Hu's moments to find centralness, divergence and imbalance, from both original images and the directional images for the analysis. The geometric moments, central moments and the combined moments from the original images are abbreviated as O-GM, O-CM and O-GMCM respectively. Similarly the geometric moments, central moments and the combined moments from the directional images are abbreviated as G-GM, G-CM G-GMCM respectively. To strengthen the feature set, we considered statistical features. The zonal probability distribution of information, aspect ratio and information content from four directional images froms the feature set G-S.
B. Features from cut images for vowel and consonant recognition
To see the effect of loosing some portion of the character shape, we performed experiments on basic character set with 200 samples each of 49 characters (15 vowels and 34 consonants). The preprocessed images are cut by 20% from all the directions and the structural, positional, statistical and moments features (SPM) are extracted [13] . The results of training and testing of these features on MLP BP neural network is as in table I. It is observed that the results are down by 4% only. Based on these experiments we proposed cut images concept for Kagunita recognition. To recognize the vowel component of the Kagunita, the original image is cut by some percentage from top, right and bottom directions. As there are 4 different vowel sizes to the right of the consonant, we consider one cut or three cuts to the right to check the effect of 3 cuts over single cut. The % cut image sizes considered for the vowel recognition experiments are as listed in table II. Since the cuts are done based on manual observations, a number of trials are done to find the optimal cut positions on the original image for both vowel and consonant recognition. Here 20T20R20B means feature set is formed from the cut images-20% top, 20% right and 20% bottom. For Consonant recognition, similar experiments are done to find the most appropriate 3 cuts from the left on the original image to get 3 separate images. Since the bottom shape of the character is very significant to distinctly identify the compound characters, one more image is obtained from this region for the experiments and trials are done with and without it to check its contribution. The % cut image sizes considered for the consonant recognition experiments are as listed in table III.
From all the cut images, the geometric moments, central moments and the statistical features are computed. The feature set also includes the zonal probability distribution of information. 
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We compiled a corpus of 15 samples each of 510 Kannada Kagunita characters with no restriction on the pen, paper, and ink color, ink flow, size etc. Hence the corpus has 7650 images. We proposed a dynamic preprocessing pipeline that is capable of handling all these variations with categorization of images [13] . The dynamic preprocessing decides the preprocessing stages to be applied over the input image based on 2 factors. The first factor is the foreground intensity distribution (FID) and background intensity distribution (BID) and the second factor is the ink spread and the original size of the image with background. It converts the original color / gray image into a thinned, size normalized, boundary touching, noiseless character image with aspect ratio of the original shape preserved. These fixed size images are used for feature extraction.
A number of experiments are performed to check the individual feature set performance. We worked on moments as main features from original images and Gabor directional images of the basic character set and found that they offer complimenting discrimination powers [14] . We tried these techniques for Kagunita recognition and as expected the results showed complimenting discrimination powers [15] .
For Kagunita recognition, the experiments are done by considering 70% of the total sample as train data and 30% as test data. For consonants, with 7650 images 225 sets of samples is formed with 34 consonants features in each set. For the experiment, 57 sets of samples are formed as test data from 225 sets of samples. Similarly for vowels, with 7650
A. Performance of moments and statistical features on whole Kagunita images
For the experiments we considered features from original images and directional images. From dynamically preprocessed original images we found Central moments and Geometric moments and to test the efficiency of the feature set we considered Central moments from original images as one feature set O-CM and both central and geometric moments O-GMCM as another feature set to find their contributions, and both feature sets are normalized for vowel and consonant recognition. The recognition capabilities are tested and results of vowel recognition are as in table IV and of consonant are as in table V. Geometric moments improved the results from 40% to 47% for vowels and 24% to 29% for consonants. Similarly we computed central moments G-CM and both geometric and central moments together G-GMCM as features on four directional images and normalized for vowels and consonants recognition. The recognition capabilities are tested and results of vowels are as in table IV and of consonants are as in table V. G-GMCM contributed only 1% improvement from 63% to 64% over G-CM for both vowels and consonants. The plot of geometric and central moments from original images and central moments from directional images for 15 vowels and 34 consonants are as shown in the fig. 10 (a) and (b) respectively. As expected they show a nonlinear relation as shown with yellow circles. This suggests they can be used together as features in further experiments.
The combined moments vowel recognition results along with statistical features is as shown in table VI. When moment features G-CM and O-GMCM are together used as features the vowel average recognition results improved from 63% to 71%. The statistical features G-S showed a performance of 21% individually but when combined with G-CM the results improved from 63% to 69%. When all these features here used together, the average results are 77%. Table VII lists the combined moments and statistical features recognition results for consonants. When moment features G-CM and O-GMCM are together used as features the recognition result is average 44% with an improvement of 9%. The statistical features G-S did not perform well but when combined with G-CM the results improved from 35% to 43% and along with O-GMCM the result is 49%. 20T305070R20B cut with one image of 20% cut on the top, 3 images with 30%, 50% and 70% cut from the right and one image with 20% cut sizes on the bottom of the original image performed well for vowel recognition compared to other cuts with an average of 69%. As the consonant shape in the bottom portion carries distinguishing information of similar shapes, some experiments are performed by considering 3 left cut images and one bottom cut image together but, we found that the system performance reduced by 10%. A 406080 cut with 3 images of 40%, 60% and 80% cut sizes from the left performed well compared to others with an average of46%. The moments and statistical features extracted from cut images 20T305070R20B and from four Gabor directional images G-CM+G-S performs well with an average recognition rate of 85% for vowel recognition as in table X. For O-GMCM the result is 86% with an improvement of 1% for vowel recognition. We examined confusion matrices for vowels and for consonants to find the most confused vowels and consonants and with what they are confused with. We considered all the characters confused with 5 or more times. The vowel confusion matrix is as shown in the figure 11. For clarity the typed characters are shown instead of handwritten images.
Sl No
Vowel and its matra Confused 5 or more times with another vowel and its matra The analysis of the confusion matrix shows that the confusion is between the similar vowels matras. Also it is observed that some Kagunita shapes become similar to other Kagunita shapes.
For example, మ and వು , ಲె and , ತా and ಲౌ etc.
With huge writing variations, if the circle in (అం) ◌ం matra becomes smaller or the circle in (ఆ) ◌ా matra becomes bigger, there will be close similarities. If the (ఎ) ◌ె matra is written with short horizontal line, it can be confused with (ఇ) ◌ి matra. The Consonant confusion matrix is as shown in the figure 12. We can observe the close shape similarities as the reason for the confusion. For example వ with ఉ ◌ు matra becomes వು with a shape very close to మ. The manual shape similarities observation matches with the confusion results. To reduce such confusions, we need to strengthen the feature set. This is part of our ongoing work. No comparable work in Indian language OCR exists for comparing our results; much less for Kannada. Much of the work covers simply numerals or at best stand alone vowels and consonants. Though, in absolute terms, the recognition figures may not be high enough for practical use; in a practical system one can use linguistic information to significantly enhance the effective recognition. For example, using a dictionary to cross check and rank the characters can often get to recognize words with high enough accuracy for practical use.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We experimented on moments as features for handwritten Kannada Kagunita recognition. From the above results, we find that the Kagunita recognition can be done by individual vowel and consonant recognition rather than as a Kagunita. This reduces the number of characters to be recognized from 510 to just 34 consonants and 15 vowels. That is only a total of 34+15=49 unique shapes need to be identified. We have found that the feature set most suited for vowels is different from those for consonants. Accordingly we have used two different classifiers, one for vowel classification and the other for consonant classification. We have compared the classification accuracy of moments features computed from original images with directional images. We find the moments from directional images as strong features. We also find a nonlinear relation in the recognition power of both the features and so can be used together as a single feature set for the recognition. The cut image concept worked well for the Kagunita recognition. The moments features from the cut images play an important role in the recognition of Kagunita. Under vowel recognition experiments, the three cuts from the right performed well over single cut on the right. Under consonant recognition experiments, the three cuts from the left performed better Also from the experiments it is clear that the cut size is not very sensitive within small variations. The confusion matrix analysis of both vowels and consonants shows that the existing confusion is between strongly similar shaped characters.
Hence the proposed technology of extracting moments features from directional images and from the cut images is promising and can be combined with other features to improve the performance further. We are now investigating an overall architecture for HCR incorporating all these, attempting to improve the overall accuracy further. Such a structure will help to exploit further domain information in the recognition process. For example, certain vowels modify mostly certain parts of the consonants. For practical use, as mentioned earlier, we can also use linguistic inputs.
